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From Rudy Wilson <rudywilsondesertsandsus>
To Joanna Johnson

Sent 4302021 32748 AM

Subject Re Student safety

Thank you for caring and acting It does matter

Dr R Wilsons iPhone

On Apr 29 2021 at 746 PM Joanna Johnson wrote

I will promptly forward your information to the group conversation

Thank you again Dr Wilson stay safe and have a good evening

On Thu Apr 29 2021 at 525 PM Rudy Wilson <rudywilsongdesertsandsus> wrote

Hi

This is being addressed However I would encourage any and all who have concerns to forward them to me
This is also a concern for me

Dr R Wilsons iPhone

On Apr 29 2021 at 420 PM Joanna Johnson wrote

Hello Mr Wilson I was wondering if you had any updates for me I had a few local families with medically

sensitive high schoolers who are wondering now what the status is on Mr Snells place in physical schooling

I greatly appreciate your feedback and time if youd like to reach out to these families personally Id be happy to

pass on their information

On Sat Apr 17 2021 at 1211 PM Rudy Wilson <rudywilsondesertsandsus> wrote

I have been monitoring his Facebook Looks like he went private recently I agree with you No one should

jeopardize the health and safety of our students

Dr R Wilsons iPhone

On Apr 17 2021 at 1142 AM Joanna Johnson wrote

It is disturbing and I am terribly sorry to bring such somber information to you when all of us as a community are

trying to heal and recover from the pandemic

Transparency is whats most important at a time like this and your students and teachers shouldnt be put in

harms way for the sake of sugar coating his behaviors

Thank you for understanding

On Sat Apr 17 2021 at 1137 AM Rudy Wilson <rudywilsongdesertsandsus> wrote

Thank you Joanna This is disturbing

Dr R Wilsons



Wilson

> On Apr 17 2021 at 1101 AM Joanna Johnson wrote

> Hello Mr Wilson

> I once again would like to draw your attention to the habits and lifestyle of your teacher Kenny Snell as Ive

heard your school is transitioning to hybrid teaching

> Do you plan on having someone who so blatantly defies all safety guidelines around peoples children

> His public social media may be inaccessible now but I and a number of other women still have all of the

screenshots of him at large meetups unmasked and all of his other very graphic tellings of how much he rebels

against CDC guidelines

> How about all of his clearly racist behaviors Especially that against the Asian community

> How will students parents feel if his behaviors became public
> Would they have to fear for their children getting Covid19 Or should they fear that their child will get racially

profiled

> Ask yourself these questions and even if you dont come up with an answer for me perhaps you should start

thinking of an answer for the parents when things do come to light

> Thank you for your time once again Mr




